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AGENT HEADSHOT

9833 Huntingdon Ln
Affton, 63123

Circa 1948:                      Wonderful Affton home - 3 bedrooms / 1 bath and a lot of potential. 
Let's talk about the updates - in recent years the electrical box was updated, roof 
(5-6 year), hvac systems (2018), pvc plumbing stack. Other cool items, big family 
(not in tax records) off the back, basement could be turned into more formal 
living space as well. Check out the backyard, it goes back, back, back. Seller 
practiced his golf swings here. Plenty of bbq / washers games were held in this 
backyard. The 1 car garage is used more as a storage facility now but can be 
updated quick. Basement is wide open and ready for your finishing touches. 
lovely cared for by one family for over 55 years. Hardwood floor under carpet 
(you can see in the closets) Are you ready to make this house your own? Don't 
delay on this one!! Location is quick to Highway 55, Reavis Barracks Road.

Tina Siebert

(314) 603-8555
Tina.Siebert@CircaSTL.com



Special Features

Specs
BEDROOMS BATHROOMS

SQUARE FOOTAGE YEAR BUILT

ESTIMATED TAXES PARKING

LOT SIZE STORIES

FLOORPLAN
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Floorplan Disclaimer: All measurements are approximate and not 
guaranteed to be exact or to scale. Buyer should confirm 
measurements using their own sources prior to purchasing or writing 
an offer. Not for use with appraisal or assessment.

VISIT 9833HUNTINGDON.COM FOR VIRTUAL TOUR AND MORE INFORMATION
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$2,384.00
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1948

1 Garage, 2 Driveway

11234 ft²

PWallet Saver - newer hvac systems (2018)
P Get the friends together for backyard

games - tons of great space
P About a 1.5 miles to the 9 Mile Garden  -

Food Truck Heaven
PWallet Saver - Roof is about 5-6 years old
P This kitchen is a canvas waiting for your

ideas and magic
P Hardwood floors are under the carpet in

LR and bedrooms (hopefully in good
condition)
PWallet Saver - newer electrical panel
P Zip on over to Highway 55 and then bop

over to Highways 270 & 255
PWhat ideas do you have for this

basement?  Rumpus room, home gym,
office space?


